MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
PACE Design Competition
for MEEM 4403 Computer-Aided Design Methods
Fall 2004

Aaron Scherwinski – Coffee Mug

Andy Balchik – Star Wars Y – wing Star Fighter
Benjamin Shaner – Crescent Wrench

Brent Liedke – Fishing Lure
Brigham Erickson – Pinion Gear from Ford Focus automatic transaxle

Choon Jin Liew – Speaker
Dietrich Tice – CD Player

Jason Khai Wai Leong – Mechanical Pencil
Jonathan Osborne – Calculator and Cover

Korinne Stasa – Quadrasteer steering system Pinion

Laura Merkel – Clock
Mark Pederson – Water Bottle

Michael Biery – Papermate Pencil
Michael Schmit – Speaker

Nelson Sommerfeldt – Rolf bicycle rear end hub
Nicholas Pairolero – Fishing Lure

Nicholas Johnson – Game Cube

Paul Pasternak – Sprocket
Randall Manyen – Hi – hat Clutch

Rebecca Trierweiler – Snowman

Samantha Mayville – Bumblebee
Scott Baldwin – Optical Mouse

Scott Buckingham – Fishing Lure
Scott Ceane – Supporting bracket for plasma welding torch slide

Shanon Badenschier – Motor and pad assembly
Timothy Kostner – Brake Lever

Uzoma Ehiemere – Cell phone

Zachary Higgin - Shotgun
Mark Klein – Downhill Ski Pole

Rodney Shanks – Callaway Big Bertha Golf Driver
Ian Unterbink – Speed Square

Lee Wells – Heat Sink
Andrew Mayer – Vice Assembly